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Mälaren

Stockholm

Potential water source
 for Stockholm

Water source for over 2 million people 
Water level regulated since 1941
Challenges: Eutrophication  and an 
increased catchment

Lake Vättern

Lake Vänern

Land uplift 4 mm / year

Land uplift 2 mm / year

Land uplift 0 mm / year

Land uplift 6 mm / year

Land uplift 8 mm / year

B E I N G  W I T H  W A T E R  /  T H E  A R C H I P E L A G O  B A R R I E R S 

The water  molecule  and i ts  s tates
“Water  changes form”

The evolution of The Baltic Sea

The land uplift
“Water changes the landscape”

The sea level rise
“The landscape is still changing”

The evolution of Stockholm & the birth of Mälaren

The Littorina Sea

5000 BC
Lake
Sea, salt water

Shoreline

“Year 1100 Mälaren becomes a 
sweet water lake”

Scandinavia year 2015
As the sea level rises Mälaren is threat-
ened to become a sea bay once again. As 
a water source for over two million peo-
ple it is in our interest that it stays a lake. 
Another option, according to the regional 
government would be to build pipes and 
take drinking water from Vänern instead. 
This option raises both ecological and 
economical concerns.

Non to scale map showing Mälaren’s rela-
tion to The Baltic Sea and Sweden

The Ancylus Lake

7500 BC
Lake
Sea, salt water

Shoreline

Ice Age

110 000 years ago

Sea, salt water

Shoreline

Post glacial land uplift 
in scandinavia
In the northern part of Sweden the land 
is still increasing at a faster rate than 
the sea level rises. In the middle and 
southern regions of Sweden the ocean 
rises faster than the land. This means 
that many cities near the coast has to 
come up with strategies in order to 
avoid a catastrophy.

The sea level rise
This diagram shows the sea level rise 
during the last 28 year with the land uplift 
included. According to the delta com-
mision in Holland the sea is estimated to 
continue rise and is estimated to be one 
meter higher year 2100.

2000 bc year 0 year 2000

The molecules slow down and vibrate 
on a lattice. Water is the only substance 
that expands during solid state.

Together with two hydrogen atoms the 
oxygen atom forms the water molecule 
through inter molecular bounding. The 
molecule properties make it possible for 
water to exist in three different states; 
ice, liquid, solid  

Water as a phenomenon
I started my research phase by looking at water on a micro-
scopic level in order to learn more about the element and its 
qualities. What I found among many different phenomenons 
that I had never heard of before, Diamond dust, hail fog, 
glorias, light pillars and “fata Morganas”, was that water 
in every state varies. In other words, water is different from 
water. 

By playing music for water during its crystalization pro-
cesss different results are achieved. Apparently, different 
frequencies affect water differently. This becomes evident 
through cymatics (sending music frequencies through a 
mass) where the sound picture of water differs depending 
on the frequencie. As music affect water one can understand 
why music interest human beings whose bodies contain 70% 
water.

Mandus Lundmark
Supervisors: Anders Berensson, Ebba Hallin, Johan Paju 

Examiner: Anders Johansson

Degree Project in Architecture, Second Level 30 credits

12 may 2015

During its liquid state the water molecules 
float around each other while slowly vibrat-
ing.

The distance between the molecules 
increase and the bonds between the 
molecules break and reform very 
quickly. 

1. Ice
0 o > temp.

The water molecule
Natural state

2. Liquid
0 o < temp. < 100 o Celcius 

Fog

Rain

Snow

3. Gaseous
100 o < temp.

Water droplets
Research show that droplets from the 
same water look different.

Water droplets
Water crystalises differently depending on what 
music is played during the crystalization process.

Snow flakes
Water crystalises differently depending 
on what music is played.
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Mälaren

The Baltic Sea

The Baltic Sea

Stockholm

Lidingö

Ormingelandet

Värmdö

Bogesundslandet

Bio Islands
Aqua culture
Water cleansing

Vaxön
Barrier with floodgate

Baggenstäket
Barrier with floodgate 

Vaxholms passage
Openable barrier

Oxdjupet
Floodgate / New ferry terminal

BarrierRing routeNew bridgeSthlm centralWetlandQuayHarbourOutlet from
 water treatment

Storm f lood protect ion bed,  New York
Architect:  BIG

1.  Do nothing 2.  Raise  Mälaren 3.  Build barriers  in the archipelago

One of  Stockholm’s weaknesses .  The subway 
in Gamla Stan has f looded already

Marcus square,  Venice
Per Kågeson

Philosophie doctor in environmental analyses, KTH.

“With the barriers built we can build much closer to the 
water than we can today”. 
“It will be important to take care of the stormwater 
around the new lake; Sthlmssjön”

Måns Enander

Works with environmental goals for the regional 
developement office. 

“I propose a gradual conversion: 
1) Strengthen the existing site near slussen
2) Build a floodgate that can open up when the sealevel is 
lower than the level in Stockholmssjön
3) Permanent barrier

According to MSB the risk for flooding is very high in 
Mälaren already.

Maeslandkering, Hollandt

Thames barrier, London

Barrier in St: Petersburg, London

Question of issue
What would the consequences be of an implementation of 
barriers in the archipelago?

Backgorund
Due to global warming the glaciers are melting and for year 
2100 the sea level is estimated to have risen with one meter. 
This would mean that Saltsjön would be higher than Mälaren 
75 times per year instead of two which would, in turn, result 
in serious flooding. The regional government in Stockholm 
has discussed three possible solutions to the problem. 

1) The zero option: Do nothing 
2) Rise Mälaren along with Saltsjön
3) Build barriers in the archipelago

The “zero option” would mean that Mälaren becomes a sea 
gulf once again and its value as a water source would be lost. 
The rising of Mälaren would keep it as a sweet water lake but 
the consequences would be dire as housing near the water’s 
edge would fall under water. Protecting each settlement with 
ramparts would be very costly.
Building barriers in the archipelago is a relatively bold 
proposal and the consequences are yet not investigated. I was 
intrigued by this idea and decided to take on the assignment. 
In the report, “Mälaren in a period of 100 years”, discus-
sions touch upon the fact that a new lake would be created 
and that existing water streams would be disrupted. 

Purpose 
The purpose with my project is to investigate what the con-
sequences would be of an implementation of barriers in the 
archipelago, in the perspective of 100 years and develop a 
strategy for encounter.

Method
Based on various assumptions I will depict a possible scenar-
io that would follow after the barrier project is implemented. 
Text, illustrations and diagrams would be my main tool.
One of the assumptions I will make is that a new lake is cre-
ated between the barriers and Slussen. Hence, the new lake 
is a part of the Mälaren-system and therefore I will analyze it 
and its context.

Raising Mälaren
Raising the water level of Mälaren would 
stop salt water from coming in and 
destroy the water source. However, the 
problem with flooding in the city remains 
and the shoreline around Mälaren would 
be flooded as well. Burming of Mälaren is 
estimated to cost 700 million SEK (Msb).

Let the water come
By doing nothing the sea level will rise so 
that the marginal between Mälaren and 
The Baltic Sea will be  20 cm year 2100 
(SMHI). The marginal today is 70 cm 
which leads to flooding already. 
As Saltsjön becomes higher the possibil-
ity to pump out water from Mälaren will 
decrease which leads to flooding around 
Mälaren.

A resilient city?
As an architectural student I have of 
course been told a lot about resilient 
city. Instead of trying to control nature 
we should build a city that can handle a 
changing nature. Floating cities, build-
ings that absorvs water and green cities 
are examples of ideas based on a resilient 
city. Venice is another example where life 
continues despite flooding. However this 
would not be an option as Stockholm is 
more sensitive due to basements, subway 
and Mälaren which would suffer from salt 
water intrution (destroyed water source),

Mälaren MälarenThe baltic sea The baltic sea

Flodding around Mälaren would require
 burming for a cost of 700 million SEK

I chose to look further 
into this option since it 
interested me and was 
not, according to a re-
port from the regional 
government, “exam-
ined”.

Section showing option two where Mälaren is raised along 
with the baltic sea. 

Principal section showing option one where the sea level is 
higher than Mälaren 75 times / year 

Plan of Stockholm showing areas that will flood year 2100

FA C I N G  T H E  R I S I N G  S E A  -  O P T I O N  A N A L Y S E S
Options
“How do we face the rising sea?”

Scenario
“The barriers will generate a new lake and extend Mälaren”

Scenario plan of “Lake Stockholm” year 2100
“Increased activity around and in the lake”

As a result of the barriers 
a new ring route will go 
around the new lake

Kapellskär

The new
ferry terminal

Nynäshamn Harbour

Barrier

Industry outlet in 
water

barrier in 
södertälje

Cultivated land

Antwerpen/Hamburg
/Bremerhavn

Riga

Tallin

Sankt Petersburg

Cargo to the inland

Cargo to the inland

Mariehamn&Åbo

Sulphur oxides

Sulphur oxides

Ammonia

Nitrogen compounds

Phosphorus

Nickel and 
compounds

Phenois

Sulphur oxides

Ammonia Nitrogen

Nitrogen

Phosphorus

Mercury and compounds

Nickel and compounds

Chromium and compounds

Ammonia

Ammonia

AmmoniaAmmonia

Ammonia

Methane

Ammonia

Methane volatile organic compounds

Ammonia
Nitrogen oxides

Nitrogen oxides

Sulphur  oxides

Phosphorus

Phosphorus
Ammonium

Ammonium
Mercury and compounds

Ammonia

StockholmMälaren Lake Stockholm The barrier at 
Oxdjupet

The Baltic Sea

Methane

Nitrogen

Zinc and compounds
Lead and compounds

Sulphur oxides

Arsenic and compoiunds

Arsenic and compoiunds

Chloroflourocarbons
Copper and compounds

Methane and compounds

Methane and compounds

Methane and compounds

Methane and compounds

Ammonia
Cadmium compounds Cadmium compounds

Chromium and compounds

Chromium and compounds
Nickel and compounds

Nitrogen

Nitrogen



Analyses of Mälaren - A water systemA new lake is created

1. The barriers are built
The circles on the map mark strategic 
placements for the barriers as the water 
passages are narrow. Another option 
would be to build a barrier further out be-
tween Värmdö-landet and Ljusterö as the 
protection zone would increase. However, 
that would demand a huge structure due 
to the large distance.

3. A part of Mälaren
As the water area becomes a lake it also 
becomes a part of the Mälaren water 
system (a new ending of Mälaren). Hence, 
I could analyse the water system in order 
to find out further consequences.

Conclusion
Mälaren is divided into separate basins, 
A-F. Stockholmssjön would become the 
last basin in the line why one can suggest 
that the water in Stockholmssjön:

- Will be old (as the eldest water lies to 
the east)
- Will receive 135 tons of phosforus year
- Will receive 172 m3 / s (medium)
- Will be of good ecological status (prob-
ably)

It takes three years for a drop of water to 
travell from the inlet to Saltsjön

2. A new lake
As the water area in between Stockholm 
and the barriers get framed from the sea, 
it becomes a sweet water area, a lake. Let 
us call it Stockholmssjön.

Mälaren Stockholmssjön The Baltic Sea

Consequences; Barriers and a new lake

Inlets and outlets

Good
Moderate
Bad

Ecological status

Bathymetry
The lake floor tilts to the east

The water age
The oldest water lies to the 

east

Mälaren and StockholmssjönSwedenThe world

Inlets and outlets

Good
Moderate
Bad

Ecological status

Bathymetry
The lake floor tilts to the east

The water age
The oldest water lies to the 

east

Mälaren and StockholmssjönSwedenThe world

ECOLOGICAL

Bladderwrack
Salt water flora

Farmer and kettle
Coast living industries might suffer 

from sea level rise

Harbour activity
Along the coast

Housing
Along the coast would suffer 

from the 

Fishermen
Coast living industries might 

suffer from sea level rise

Submarines
Russian troops will be locked 

away from the inner archipelago

Build near the waters edge
As the water level in the lake is regulated it is possible to build 

closer to the water level than before

Fish
Salt water fauna will suffer

Water quality
Worse circulation in the new 

lake

ECONOMICAL

RECREATIONAL

Bath hubs
Water activity would increase in 

the new lake

2030 2040 2050 20552035
The first barrier is completed in Vaxholm. It is an openable 
barrier that is held open when the sea level is lower than the 
water in Lake Stockholm. As the sea level rises the barriers has 
to close more and more often and year 2050 the sea level will 
be so high that the barriers needs to be closed permanently.

The barrier at Oxdjupet is completed. The barrier houses a 
floodgate and the new ferry terminal from which the big cruis-
ers will take of. By moving the ferry terminal from the center 
of Stockholm to Oxdjupet, in the archipelago, will relieve the 
city from cargo transports heading for the inland. 

As the barriers are built a ring route will form around Lake 
Stockholm. Hence, land around the lake will increase in price 
and the area around the barriers will probably be considered 
attractive since the work as trafic nodes; Boat trafic, car trafic, 
the edge between sweet and salt.

When the ferry terminal moves, the former harbour areas be-
come available. My proposal would be to turn the areas into 
recreational and ecological parcland where humans and animals 
co-exist in near the water. The fact that a sea becomes a lake 
and that the bigger ferries no longer traffic the water willl open 
up the water for a new life; bridges, jetis for bathing. Since the 
water will now differ with one meter instead of two meters it is 
possible to build closer to the waters edge.

From the moment the openable barriers closed permanently it is 
likely to believe that the water quality will be affected. It is now 
more stillstanding and might even have lost the water stream 
climate that occured before the barriers turned the water into a 
lake. In order to tackle this I would propose different sorts of aqua 
culture which clean the waters as well as they provide the city with 
local food. To set up a aqua culture industry would really be to 
embrace the fact that salt water have turned into sweet water. Wet 
lands around the lake could also be reborn by blocking dikes

Mälaren and Stockholmssjön

Phosfor transfer (Ton / year)
Lots of phosfor sedimentsin each 
magazine but a lot passes on.

Flöden
Mälarens vattne är 
uppdelat i olika bassänger, 
A-F. Stockholmssjön skulle 
bli ytterligare en, ”E”. 
Given period (1981-1995)

A.

B.

143

193
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58
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86

135C. F.

E.

D.

Water transfer (m  / s)
Hence, a lot of water needs to be 
pumped out during spring
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C O N S E Q U E N C E S

Scenario 2015-2100

Analyses of Mälaren - A water systemA new lake is created

1. The barriers are built
The circles on the map mark strategic 
placements for the barriers as the water 
passages are narrow. Another option 
would be to build a barrier further out be-
tween Värmdö-landet and Ljusterö as the 
protection zone would increase. However, 
that would demand a huge structure due 
to the large distance.

3. A part of Mälaren
As the water area becomes a lake it also 
becomes a part of the Mälaren water 
system (a new ending of Mälaren). Hence, 
I could analyse the water system in order 
to find out further consequences.

Conclusion
Mälaren is divided into separate basins, 
A-F. Stockholmssjön would become the 
last basin in the line why one can suggest 
that the water in Stockholmssjön:

- Will be old (as the eldest water lies to 
the east)
- Will receive 135 tons of phosforus year
- Will receive 172 m3 / s (medium)
- Will be of good ecological status (prob-
ably)

It takes three years for a drop of water to 
travell from the inlet to Saltsjön

2. A new lake
As the water area in between Stockholm 
and the barriers get framed from the sea, 
it becomes a sweet water area, a lake. Let 
us call it Stockholmssjön.
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The first barrier is completed in Vaxholm. It is an openable 
barrier that is held open when the sea level is lower than the 
water in Lake Stockholm. As the sea level rises the barriers has 
to close more and more often and year 2050 the sea level will 
be so high that the barriers needs to be closed permanently.

The barrier at Oxdjupet is completed. The barrier houses a 
floodgate and the new ferry terminal from which the big cruis-
ers will take of. By moving the ferry terminal from the center 
of Stockholm to Oxdjupet, in the archipelago, will relieve the 
city from cargo transports heading for the inland. 

As the barriers are built a ring route will form around Lake 
Stockholm. Hence, land around the lake will increase in price 
and the area around the barriers will probably be considered 
attractive since the work as trafic nodes; Boat trafic, car trafic, 
the edge between sweet and salt.

When the ferry terminal moves, the former harbour areas be-
come available. My proposal would be to turn the areas into 
recreational and ecological parcland where humans and animals 
co-exist in near the water. The fact that a sea becomes a lake 
and that the bigger ferries no longer traffic the water willl open 
up the water for a new life; bridges, jetis for bathing. Since the 
water will now differ with one meter instead of two meters it is 
possible to build closer to the waters edge.

From the moment the openable barriers closed permanently it is 
likely to believe that the water quality will be affected. It is now 
more stillstanding and might even have lost the water stream 
climate that occured before the barriers turned the water into a 
lake. In order to tackle this I would propose different sorts of aqua 
culture which clean the waters as well as they provide the city with 
local food. To set up a aqua culture industry would really be to 
embrace the fact that salt water have turned into sweet water. Wet 
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Site

Rindö
Värmdö

Lake Stockholm

The Baltic Sea

Construction principal
The ellipse shaped barrier is made of of 
two different construction techniques; 
concrete and gabbion walls. 

Gabbion walls 

Concrete heartwalls 
and vault spaces.

The ellipse shape is a 
strategic choice as it 
handles the forces from 
the water circuling 
around.

Burming around the 
ellipse strengthens the 
structure as well as 
it breaks down waves 
from passers by.

Construction

Seasonal activity

I N T E R V E N T I O N  -  T H E  B A R R I E R  A T  O X D J U P E T

RCA0-E/A2, Ws +0 cm

RCA0-H/A2, Ws +0 cm

RCA0-E/A2, Ws +46 cm

RCA0-H/A2, Ws +46 cm
1600

1200

800

400

0

July-00 Aug-00 Sep-00 Okt-00 Nov-00 Dec-00 Jan-01 Feb-01 Mars-01 April-01 May-01 June-01

Full swirl
Nov-Mars

Semi swirl
Mars-April

Small pool
May-July

Medium pool
Aug-Sept

Medium pool
Oct-Nov

The diagram shows the outlet of water 
from Mälaren to Saltsjön (m3 / s). Hence, 
most water needs to be pumped out during 
dec-mars (approx 1300m3 / s).

“The barrier at Oxdjupet is equal to 
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The drain vortex Concept referens
“Phenomenon”

Construction referenses

Three gorges dam
Sandueping, China

year: 1993-2012
purpose: electricity, water 
settlement
flood: The Yangtze River
fun fact: produces elec-
tricity for one ninth of the 
chinese population

Facts about drain vortexes:
- The force is strongest in the center (near the 
axes)

- Occur when the suction and the catchment is big 
enough

Waterfall

Beaver dams
Beavers build dams with twigs and bran-
sches which will gatehr soil that sticks as 
the water passes through.

Gabbions (“the human 
twig”)
Beavers build dams with twigs and bran-
sches which will gatehr soil that sticks as 
the water passes through.

Erosion caused by a drain 
vortex
It is interesting to think of how a drain vortex will 
change the crater lanscape over time. It will prob-
ably start the erotion process on the sea floor.

The axes of the vortex

2000 m 430 m 300 m 190 m380 m

Glen Canyon dam
Arizona, USA

year: 1956-1966
purpose: electricity 
and water settlement
flood: The Colorado 
River

year: 1931-1936
purpose: electricity 
and water settlement
flood: nieuwe water-
weg

year: 2030-2035
purpose: storm flood 
protection, pump
flood: nieuwe water-
weg

year: 1991-1997
purpose: storm flood 
protection
flood: The Colorado 
River
fact: worlds biggest 
dynamic structure. 

Hoover Dam
Arizona/Nevada, USA

Maeslantkering
Rotterdam, Netherlands

The Archipelago Barrier
Oxdjupet, Sweden

A

A
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tricity for one ninth of the 
chinese population

Facts about drain vortexes:
- The force is strongest in the center (near the 
axes)

- Occur when the suction and the catchment is big 
enough

Waterfall

Beaver dams
Beavers build dams with twigs and bran-
sches which will gatehr soil that sticks as 
the water passes through.

Gabbions (“the human 
twig”)
Beavers build dams with twigs and bran-
sches which will gatehr soil that sticks as 
the water passes through.

Erosion caused by a drain 
vortex
It is interesting to think of how a drain vortex will 
change the crater lanscape over time. It will prob-
ably start the erotion process on the sea floor.
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protection
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